● 6:00 am Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail Adams
  ○ Teacher's Guide | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
  ○ Hero Maker | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
● 6:30 am Peg + Cat: The Sushi Problem/The Highlight Zone Problem
  ○ Peg + Cat Collection
● 7:00 am Cyberchase: A Crinkle In Time
  ○ Cyberchase Collection
● 7:30 am Molly of Denali: Rocky Rescue/Canoe Journey
  ○ Field Guide Family Activity | MOLLY OF DENALI
  ○ Molly of Denali Collection
● 8:00 am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood: Time for Daniel/There's Time for Daniel and Baby Too
  ○ Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Collection
● 8:30 am Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood: A Snowy Day/Tutu All The Time
  ○ Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Collection
● 9:00 am Sesame Street: Hey! Sesame Street News
  ○ Sesame Street Collection
● 9:30 am Esme & Roy
  ○ Esme & Roy Website
● 10:00 am Supernature - Wild Flyers: Crowded Skies
  ○ SuperNature - Wild Flyers Website
  ○ Bats Emerging from a Cave | Georgia Outdoors
● 11:00 am Life from Above: Moving Planet
  ○ Adapting to Change | Life from Above
● 12:00 pm NOVA: Last B-24
  ○ NOVA: Last B-24 Episode
● 1:00 pm Odd Squad: Slow Your Roll
  ○ Odd Squad Collection
● 1:30 pm Molly of Denali: Rocky Rescue/Canoe Journey
  ○ Molly of Denali Collection
● 2:00 pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: We are the Wright Brothers/We are the Bronte Sisters
  ○ Teacher's Guide | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum
● 2:30 pm Wild Kratts: Blowfish
- Wild Kratts Collection
- 3:00 pm Civilizations: The Second Moment of Creation
  - Civilizations Website
- 4:00 pm Latino Americans: Pride and Prejudice
  - Latino Americans Collection
- 5:00 pm Latino Americans: Peril and Promise
  - Latino Americans Collection